VCPG LED

Visually Comfortable Parking Garage Luminaire

Experience Comfort at a Whole New Level
With both pedestrians and vehicles using the same space in a parking garage, it
is essential to avoid unnecessary distractions to drivers, while providing proper
illumination in all areas. The Lithonia Lighting™ VCPG, visually comfortable parking
garage luminaire, is designed to minimize glare and provide all of the required
tools to illuminate the entire parking garage while saving you money.

Visually Appealing
The recessed lens design of VCPG LED reduces glare and distraction for drivers
and pedestrians. Using light guide technology, this round, aesthetically pleasing
luminaire further reduces glare by eliminating LED pixilation. The up-light option
features a dedicated LED module and optics that eliminates cave effect by
reducing the contrast between the luminaire and the ceiling, creating an even
more visually comfortable environment.

Ultimate Optical Selection
Offering 4 distributions and 7 lumen packages, the VCPG LED is the most
complete package for parking garage projects. You can illuminate an entire
parking garage including the connecting walkways using just one day-form.

Exceptional Energy Savings
With its 2-piece die-cast housing VCPG LED keeps both the LEDs and LED
drivers running cool, allowing it to deliver over 135 LPW even at its highest lumen
package configuration. This outstanding performance translates into 87% energy
savings when replacing 175W metal halide. Greater energy savings can be had by
combining stand-alone or wireless networked controls solutions. VCPG LED also
qualifies for DLC premium, allowing end users to maximize utility rebates. The
result is significant energy savings and maximum rebate dollars offering a quick
payback period of fewer than three years and a substantial return on investment.

Quick Facts:
 Glare reduction
 Up-light option
 Lumen packages from
3,800 – 16,500 lumens
 Up to 145 LPW
 Integrated emergency battery
and ambient/motion
sensor options
 Replaces 175W+ MH luminaires
 Expected Service Life:
approximately 12 years
(100,000+ hours)
 Some versions are DLC Standard
or Premium qualified product
and are eligible for utility rebates

Learn more about our VCPG LED at www.lithonia.com

Outdoor

VCPG LED Visually Comfortable Parking Garage Luminaire
Up-light option to
reduce cave effect

Full die-cast for
enhanced lumen
maintenance, life-span
and durability

Non-pixelized,
uniform source
reduces glare

Recessed light source
minimizes high-angle
light that can cause
disability glare

Integrated stand-alone
and wireless Motion/
Ambient Sensor
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Lumens (4000K T5M)

3,856

4,928

6,253
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Watts

27W

34W
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LPW

145
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144
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134

129

135

Mounting options

Surface Mount
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Pendant Mount

Yoke Mount

